Efficient Use of Diagnostic Imaging and Objective Evaluation of Work that Reflects Patient Condition

Abstract
In this study, as a secondary use of data stored on the hospital’s information system, we developed a tool for calculating scan time and personnel cost based on patient condition with a view to realizing safe photographic testing that is tailored to the needs of the aging society, and improving the labour environment. We also calculated personnel costs as a medical resources input-with the aim to promote the appropriate placement of medical staff and the objective evaluations of work. We utilized data accumulated in the hospital information system to ascertain patient conditions and classified the patients according to patient condition. We calculated the non-enhanced head CT scan times, and then obtained scan time coefficients and personnel cost coefficients. The mean scan time per non-enhanced head CT scan was 5.82 ± 3.83 minutes. The equivalent figure for “carried/freedom level 1” patients was, at 6.59 ± 4.27 minutes, longer than the mean examination time. The personnel costs for scans administered to “unassisted walking” patients were one third of the costs for scans administered to “carried/freedom level 1” patients, suggesting that personnel costs for the same type of scan vary depending on patient condition. Thus, more accurate scan time predictions can be achieved by referring to conveyance category, and especially to freedom level. Furthermore, personnel cost coefficients can serve as a yardstick for making objective evaluations of work.
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Introduction
In Japan, the birth-rate is decreasing and the population is aging at a rapid rate. Accordingly, keeping medical spending in check has become an urgent matter. Japan introduced integrated medical assessments based on a diagnostic group classification. Diagnosis Procedure Combination (DPC) was developed [1,2]. Under this system, hospitals are required to provide each patient with non-wasteful, efficient medical services. Local hospitals are required to differentiate functions and there is a need to concentrate and utilize limited resources effectively [3]. One important step to improve the concentration of medical resources and the profitability of hospitals is to use high-cost medical apparatuses (e.g., diagnostic imaging) as efficiently as possible [4,5]. However, the number of CT scanners per million people in Japan is 101.28, which is three times the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) average (31.07). Thus, medical resources are not being concentrated. However, Japan has embarked on a policy of functional differentiation in medical institutions, and has started supporting the appropriate and efficient use of high-cost, advanced diagnostic apparatuses through the system of medical service fees. If, in the future, the government controls excessive medical infrastructure investments and promotes the consolidation of hospitals with advanced medical apparatuses, this will lead to the concentration of the relevant diagnostic tests, and to a significant increase in the number of diagnostic tests per facility.

One advanced medical apparatus with a particularly high proliferation rate is CT. Except in emergencies; CT scans are booked in certain time frames that are determined based on the scan protocol. Reports on CT costs have given consideration to variations in protocol and modality [6,7]. However, even if the scan itself is the same, the patient’s condition or activities
of daily living (ADLs) may necessitate extra time being spent on processes such as moving the patient onto the CT bed, resulting in a longer scan time. Thus, even if the type of CT scan is the same, the medical services provided can vary depending on the patient’s condition and ADLs, and this creates discrepancies in medical resources input; however, few studies have treated this as an issue [8].

Objectives

In this study, as a secondary use of data stored on the hospital’s information system, we developed a tool for calculating scan time and personnel cost based on patient condition with a view to realizing safe photographic testing that is tailored to the needs of the aging society, and improving the labour environment.

Methods

From April 1, 2014, to March 31, 2015, we analysed patients who stayed at Kagoshima University Hospital and underwent in-hospital neurological testing with non-enhanced head CT scan. We analysed non-enhanced head CT scan because the photography method is standardized for all patients. Kagoshima University Hospital introduced a comprehensive information system to support medical services and management [9,10]. It introduced a nursing system capable of calculating the quantity of nursing [11]. We used these systems to extract the necessary data. The items we extracted were the names of principal disease, CT reception and implementation times, conveyance category, and freedom level. We assigned the patients to a category based on the conveyance category and freedom level, and then calculated their scan times.

Obtaining scan time coefficients

We represented the scan time for each patient as Ti, and the quantity of items of the data as n, and calculated the mean scan time (Ta) using Formula 1. We calculated the mean scan time for each conveyance category/freedom level (Tm) using Formula 2. Based on the results, we sought the mean scan time coefficient (k) using Formula 3.

\[
T_a = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} T_i
\]  

\[
T_m = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} T_i
\]  

\[
k = \frac{T_m}{T_a}
\]  

Obtaining personnel cost coefficient

For the personnel cost coefficients, we referred to the relative value unit (RVU) method. This method comprises four steps: [12-15] (1) Create treatment cost profile; (2) calculate RVU from raw treatment cost profile; (3) use RVU to obtain total-RVU and raw cost-per-1RVU; (4) use RVU to calculate weighted raw cost by patient. In this study, we followed the first two steps to obtain the coefficients for personnel cost. We treated the number of staff involved in a scan as the raw treatment cost profile (Table 1). The data we used to determine these staff numbers was the “personnel placements” outlined in the Japan Nursing Association’s Nursing Practice Guidelines. “Carrying” requires one nurse and one auxiliary nurse. “Assisted” requires one auxiliary nurse and one radiological technologist as the examiner. In the case of “unassisted walking,” as the patient moves to the CT scan location by him/herself, the only staff member required is a radiological technologist as the examiner. The data we used to determine the mean monthly salary and mandatory working hours for each discipline (nurse/auxiliary nurse/radiological technologist) was the Ministry of Health, Labour and Welfare’s 2014 Basic Survey on Wage Structure, and the Basic Survey on Wage Structure of hospitals with more than 1000 staff (Table 2).

Based on this data, we calculated the personnel cost per 1 non-enhanced head CT scan using the following formula.

Personnel cost per 1 non-enhanced head CT=(hourly pay of deployed staff) × (head CT mean scan time)

Having aggregated the total raw personnel cost per 1 non-enhanced head CT scan, we obtained personnel cost coefficients (r) by dividing the wage expense for each conveyance category/freedom level by the total mean personnel cost. As we focused on scan time and personnel placements, we did not analyse the CT apparatus cost, procurement cost, or maintenance cost per CT.

Exploring the potential for applying on electronic medical chart (EMC) system

We formulated three sets of patients’ combinations based on their conditions assuming that 10 hypothetical non-enhanced head CT scan cases should take place in 1 day. We assigned an integer to each of the conveyance category/freedom level combinations, and then used Microsoft Excel to generate one of these integers randomly 10 times so as to create 10 combinations of patients’ conditions. Then, each of the ten scan cases is assigned one of these numbers randomly to create one of the three ‘patterns’. The composition of each pattern is described later in 4-3. For each pattern, we multiplied the scan time and personnel placements, we did not analyse the CT apparatus cost, procurement cost, or maintenance cost per CT.

Table 1: Staff involved in the scan.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Conveyance category</th>
<th>Freedom level</th>
<th>Staff</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Carrying</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>One radiologist technologist, one nurse and one auxiliary nurse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>II</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>III</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assisted</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>One radiologist technologist, one auxiliary nurse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>II</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>III</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IV</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unassisted walking</td>
<td>IV</td>
<td>One radiological technologist</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The statistical approach

The statistical software we used was SPSS version 18. We used the Kruskal–Wallis test, and for the multiple comparison, we used the Steel–Dwass test to analyse the scan times classified by conveyance category/freedom level.
Defining terms

Freedom level: This term describes the freedom of activity the patient has in his/her daily life. There are four freedom levels. Freedom level I=Bedridden; level II=Able to rise from bed; level III=Able to walk around room; and level IV= Mostly no ADL restrictions.

Conveyance category: This term describes the method by which the patient moves around inside the hospital. There are three categories. “Carrying” refers to patients who have to be carried on a stretcher, “Assisted” refers to patients who move by wheelchair or by accompanied walking, and “Unassisted walking” refers to patients who walk without assistance.

Scanning time: Scan time is the difference between reception time and implementation time. Reception time refers to the time the patient was received into the radiological CT room. Implementation time refers to the time that the scan was completed.

Auxiliary nurse: An auxiliary nurse works under the direction of a full nurse and augments the nursing team as a member of that team. An auxiliary nurse also carries out work processes that do not require a medical license.

Result

We extracted data on 2149 cases. The breakdown of conveyance category and freedom level is shown in Table 3.

Obtaining scan time coefficients

The mean scan time per 1 non-enhanced head CT was 5.82 ± 3.83 minutes. The scan time for carrying/freedom level I patients was 6.59 ± 4.27 minutes, which is significantly longer than the times for carrying/freedom levels II and III. The scan time for assisted/freedom level I patients was 7.03 ± 4.21 minutes, which is significantly longer than the times for assisted/freedom levels II and III patients. Thus, in both the carrying and assisted categories, the scan time for freedom level I patients is longer. This finding suggests that scan time varies depending on patient freedom level rather than conveyance category. The cases with a scan time coefficient of 1.00 or more—in other words, cases with an above-average scan time were as follows: carrying/freedom level I: 1.13; carrying/freedom level III: 1.01; assisted/freedom level I: 1.21; assisted/freedom level IV: 1.014 (Table 4).

Obtaining personnel cost coefficient

The mean personnel cost per 1 non-enhanced head was 427.24 yen. The cost for carrying/freedom level I was the highest at 1.51, followed by carrying/freedom level III at 1.35 and carrying/freedom level II at 1.27. All of these cases have above-average personnel cost. Assisted/freedom level I was around the mean personnel cost at 1.02. However, assisted/freedom levels II (0.75), III (0.74), and IV (0.88) were all under the mean, at less than 1.00. For the unassisted walking category, freedom level IV was 0.48, approximately one third the personnel cost of the case with the highest personnel cost, namely, carrying/freedom level I (Table 4).

Exploring the potential for applying to an EMC system

Table 5 shows the three patterns of combinations of patients’ conditions based on random numbers assuming 10 patients subject to the test.

Table 6 shows the values obtained by multiplying scan times by number of patients. It also shows the personnel cost coefficients and the added scan time coefficients for each pattern. In Table 7, the aggregated scan time’s coefficients for each pattern have been multiplied by the mean scan times and mean personnel costs, respectively. Pattern 1 had an aggregated scan time coefficient of 10.43, the highest among the three patterns. Multiplying the mean scan time (5.82 minutes) resulted in 60.70 minutes. Pattern 2’s aggregated scan time coefficient was 9.66 minutes. Converting this value into the mean scan time resulted in 56.24 minutes. Pattern 3’s aggregated scan time coefficient was 9.96 minutes. Multiplying this with the mean scan time resulted in 57.97 minutes. The difference between Patterns 1 and 2 corresponds to the time taken for a single non-enhanced head CT scan.
As for the value multiplied by personnel cost coefficients and the aggregated scan time coefficients for each pattern, Pattern 1’s aggregated personnel cost coefficient was 11.43, Pattern 2’s was 9.08, and Pattern 3’s was 9.96. Pattern 1’s personnel cost was 4882.11 yen, which is around 1000 yen more than Pattern 2’s personnel cost (3878.37 yen).

**Discussion**

The Ministry of Health, Labour and Welfare has outlined a plan to cut the number of beds by 160,000–200,000 by 2025. There is a strong possibility that local hospitals will be reorganized and high-cost medical apparatuses will be concentrated. In other words, hospitals will be pressured to share high-cost medical apparatuses. Hospitals that possess high-cost medical apparatuses can expect to see an increase in the number of scan operations. In order to deal with the increasing number of scan operations, some hospitals may consider extending the hours in which scans can be conducted or revising the system of shifts, such as conducting scans at night. However, it is reported that extending working hours and providing more services at night entails safety issues [16,17]. Thus, it is important to focus medical resources within a limited time and ensure efficient and safe provision.

In the following section, we discuss the scan time coefficients that will contribute to more efficient use of high-cost medical equipment operations, the personnel cost coefficients that will contribute to safer operations, and application to the EMC system.

**Table 5:** The three patterns of combinations of patients’ conditions based on random numbers assuming 10 patients subject to the test.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Conveyance category</th>
<th>Freedom level</th>
<th>Pattern 1</th>
<th>Pattern 2</th>
<th>Pattern 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Carrying</td>
<td>I 3</td>
<td>0 2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>II 1 1</td>
<td>1 2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>III 1 2</td>
<td>2 0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assisted</td>
<td>I 1 1</td>
<td>1 1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>II 2 2</td>
<td>2 2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>III 0 1</td>
<td>1 1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IV 2 2</td>
<td>1 1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unassisted walking</td>
<td>IV 0 2</td>
<td>1 1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>unit : people</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The scan time results revealed that times for non-enhanced head CT scans with the same protocol can vary depending on the patient’s condition. Scan times were longer among patients with freedom level I compared to levels II, III, and IV, regardless of whether they were in the carrying or assisted category. The proximity of the scan time coefficient to 1.00 indicates the proximity of the scan time to the overall mean scan time. The coefficient for carrying/freedom level II was k=0.95, and same for carrying/freedom level III was k=1.01; these are both close to the mean time. However, assisted/freedom level I showed a coefficient of k=1.21, denoting a scan time 1.21 times the mean. This finding suggests that the extra time taken is not attributable to the conveyances, but rather to the patient’s condition. Conveyance categories are used as items that describe patients’ means of mobility in the hospital, but referring to the patient’s freedom level, which describes their condition, may lead to more accurate scan time predictions. There were some cases where the freedom level was incongruent with the conveyance category; for example, freedom level III patients who required carrying, and freedom level IV patients who required assisted movement. However, an examination of the details revealed that these patients may have required such conveyances for particular reasons such as having epilepsy, or being unable to communicate with medical care providers.

Regarding personnel costs, which reflect both the personnel required to convey the patient and the scan time, the coefficient for freedom level 1 patients who were assisted was closest to the mean personnel cost at r=1.02, denoting that the personnel costs for such patients are average. Regardless of freedom level, the coefficients for patients requiring carrying were all above 1.00, denoting above-average personnel costs. This increased cost reflects not only the extra scan time but also the presence of nursing staff that carry the patient. The coefficient for unassisted walkers with freedom level IV was r=0.48, which is one third of the case for the highest personnel cost, namely, carrying/freedom level I, r=1.51. This finding suggests that the patient’s ADLs are a powerful determinant of the workforce that will be required. Given that the personnel costs for the same type of scan vary depending on the patient’s condition, personnel cost coefficients may serve as a yardstick for making objective evaluations of work.

**Table 6:** The personnel cost coefficients and the added scan time coefficients for each pattern.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Conveyance category</th>
<th>Freedom level</th>
<th>Pattern 1</th>
<th>Pattern 2</th>
<th>Pattern 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Carrying</td>
<td>I 3.39 4.53</td>
<td>0 2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>II 0.95 1.27</td>
<td>0.95 1.27</td>
<td>1.9 2.54</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>III 1.01 1.35</td>
<td>2.03 2.71</td>
<td>0 0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assisted</td>
<td>I 1.21 1.02</td>
<td>1.21 1.02</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>II 1.78 1.5</td>
<td>1.78 1.5</td>
<td>1.78 1.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>III 0 0</td>
<td>0.88 0.74</td>
<td>0.88 0.74</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IV 2.08 1.75</td>
<td>1.04 0.88</td>
<td>1.04 0.88</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unassisted walking</td>
<td>IV 0 0</td>
<td>1.78 0.97</td>
<td>0.89 0.48</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>10.43 11.43</td>
<td>9.66 9.08</td>
<td>9.96 10.18</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Multiplied by a coefficient to each pattern
We devised three hypothetical patterns of 10 non-enhanced head CT scans that take place in a day. Pattern 1 had many patients with poor conditions; four of the patients were freedom level I. Compared to Pattern 2, more time was taken per scan, which is attributable to the patients’ conditions. This finding suggests that it is important to consider the patient’s condition by obtaining scan time coefficients that reflect a combination of patient freedom level and conveyance category. The conveyance category and freedom level items have been input into the existing system, meaning that it will be possible to vary the timeframes without adding any new items. Furthermore, such scan time coefficients can be applied not only to non-enhanced head CT scans but also to photographic diagnostics to be applied to other body parts.

Pattern 1, in which there were many carrying cases, had the highest coefficient total. Pattern 1 cases required 1.26 times the personnel cost of Pattern 2 cases. This result is attributable to the fact that a nurse and an auxiliary nurse are required to carry such patients and the fact that scan times are longer. It is conceivable that freedom level I patients are unstable. Thus, in order for radiological technologists to administer a scan safely, it is necessary to have photographic technology that is tailored to the condition of the patient. Using personnel cost coefficients will enable work to be evaluated in a way that reflects patient condition as opposed to only reflecting number of scans and scan protocol. By incorporating this data into the EMC system, it will be possible to ascertain objectively the required personnel cost for the scan in advance, thereby helping to reduce disproportionate workload allocations and ensure safe scans. In order to incorporate the data into the EMC, it will be necessary to consider how scan time and personnel costs are affected by whether the scan involves contrast radiography, and consider other modalities such as MRI. It will also be important to refine conveyance category divisions and freedom level. It has become necessary to improve the precision of diagnostic costs analyses by shifting the focus from individual conditions to individual patients [18]. In this study, we obtained scan times that reflect the various patient conditions, and we also obtained personnel cost coefficients. In so doing, we demonstrated that varying timeframes for high-cost medical equipment may lead to more efficient use and enable service to be assessed in a way that reflects patient condition. The results of the study show that there is much potential for standardizing work, appropriately placing medical staff, and providing objective work assessment.

Conclusions
Referring to conveyance category and freedom level will increase the accuracy of scan time predictions. Given that the personnel costs for the same type of scan vary depending on the patient’s condition, personnel cost coefficients can serve as a yardstick for objective evaluations of work. It is possible to apply to the EMC system without adding any new items. Doing so will contribute to the appropriate allocation of scan timeframes, objective evaluation of work, and the standardization of service. It will also make medical care safer and more efficient.
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